The trust region subproblem with a fixed number m additional linear inequality constraints, denoted by (Tm), have drawn much attention recently. The question as to whether Problem (Tm) is in Class P or Class NP remains open. So far, the only affirmative general result is that (T1) has an exact SOCP/SDP reformulation and thus is polynomially solvable. By adopting an early result of Martínez on local non-global minimum of the trust region subproblem, we can inductively reduce any instance in (Tm) to a sequence of trust region subproblems (T0). Although the total number of (T0) to be solved takes an exponential order of m, the reduction scheme still provides an argument that the class (Tm) has polynomial complexity for each fixed m. In contrast, we show by a simple example that, solving the class of extended trust region subproblems which contains more linear inequality constraints than the problem dimension; or the class of instances consisting of an arbitrarily number of linear constraints, namely ∞ m=1 (Tm), is NP-hard. When m is small such as m = 1, 2, our inductive algorithm should be more efficient than the SOCP/SDP reformulation since at most 2 or 5 subproblems of (T0), respectively, are to be handled. In the end of the paper, we improve a very recent dimension condition by Jeyakumar and Li under which (Tm) admits an exact SDP relaxation.
Introduction
The classical trust region subproblem, which minimizes a nonconvex quadratic function over the unit ball
is an important feature in trust region methods [5, 20] . It is well known that finding an ǫ-optimal solution of (T 0 ) has polynomial complexity [6, 18] and efficient algorithms for solving (T 0 ) can be found in [7, 11, 13] . Moreover, problem (T 0 ) is also a special case of a quadratic problem subject to a quadratic inequality constraint (QP1QC). It was proved that, under Slater's condition, (QP1QC) admits a tight SDP relaxation and its optimal solution can be found through a matrix rank one decomposition procedure [16, 12] .
Extensions of (T 0 ), sometimes termed as the extended trust region subproblem, consider problems such as adding to (T 0 ) several linear inequality constraints [19] or imposing a full-dimensional ellipsoid [4] . In particular, we are interested in the following variant:
which arises from applying trust region methods to solve constrained nonlinear programs [5] . We notice that some NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems also have the similar formulation.
A typical example is to rewrite the standard quadratic program (QPS) min x T Qx s.t. e T x = 1,
as a special case of (T m ), where e is the vector of all ones. To do so, let y = (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ) T . By replacing e T x = 1, x ≥ 0 with x n = 1 − e T y ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, we can express the standard quadratic 
It is easy to see that 0 ≤ y ≤ e and
In other words, by imposing a redundant constraint y T y ≤ 1 to (3)- (4), we enforce (QPS) to have an equivalent extended trust region subproblem reformulation as follows:
(QPS − TRS) min y
1 − e T y T Q y
1 − e T y s.t. 1 − e T y ≥ 0, y ≥ 0,
Since (QPS) is NP-hard (as it captures the NP-hard combinatorial problem to find the cardinality number of the maximum stable set in a graph), so is (QPS-TRS). Let (T n+1 ) represent the class of extended trust region subproblems which always has the number of linear inequality constraints exceeding the problem dimension by one. We can immediately conclude from the example (QPS-TRS) that (T n+1 ) must be NP-hard. The implication is that solving the subclass of extended trust region subproblems which contains more linear inequality constraints than the problem dimension;
or solving the most general extended trust region subproblems consisting of an arbitrarily number of linear constraints, namely ∞ m=1 (T m ), should be difficult. A natural question arises from computational complexity: "Fix a positive integer m. What is the complexity of solving (T m ) for all possible dimensions?" The problem turns out to be more difficult than most people thought. The only affirmative result so far in literature is that (T m ) with m = 1 is polynomially solvable [2, 16] . For m = 2, the polynomial solvability of some special cases of (T 2 ) were established when a 1 and a 2 are parallel [2, 19] ; or when a T 1 x ≤ b 1 and a T 2 x ≤ b 2 are non-intersecting in the unit-ball [3] . When m ≥ 2 and any two inequalities are non-intersecting in the interior of the unit ball, this subclass of (T m ) is also polynomial solvable as shown in [3] . Very recently, Jeyakumar and Li [8] showed that, under the following dimension condition, (T m ) is also polynomial solvable [8] :
where Ker(Q) denotes the kernel of Q; λ min (Q) the smallest eigenvalue of Q; dim L the dimension of a subspace L; and I n the identity matrix of order n.
All the approaches mentioned above elaborate the polynomial complexity of some (T m ) through
or through a tight SDP relaxation [8] :
In other words, the polynomial solvability is built by way of finding the hidden convexity from the non-convex problems (T m ). The scheme is easily seen to be exorbitant as there are examples in the same papers pointing out that neither the SOCP/SDP reformulation nor the SDP relaxation is tight for general cases of m = 2 [2] and of m = 1 [8] , respectively. According to Burer and Anstreicher [2] , "the computational complexity of solving an extended trust region problem is highly dependent on the geometry of the feasible set."
Our basic idea to cope with the complication of the geometry is to think the structure of the polytope directly and reduce the problem (T m ) inductively until (T 0 ) is reached. To avoid triviality, we assume, throughout the paper, that Q has at least one negative eigenvalue, i.e., λ min (Q) < 0.
Then, the global minimum of (T m ) must lie on the boundary. The boundary could be part of the unit sphere x T x = 1 or part of the boundary of the polytope intersecting with the unit ball x T x ≤ 1. In the former case when the global minimum of (T m ) happens to be solely on the unit sphere (meaning that it does not lie simultaneously on any boundary of the polytope), it must be at least a local minimum of the trust region subproblem (T 0 ). This case is polynomially checkable due to an early result of Martínez [10] . In the latter case if it lies on the boundary of the polytope intersecting with the unit ball, it can be found by solving one of the following m subproblems:
where the superscript j varies from 1 to m. By eliminating one variable using (7), problem (T j m ) can be reduced to a type of problem (T m−1 ) of n − 1 dimensional. The procedure can be inductively applied to (T m−1 ), (T m−2 ), . . . , and so forth until we run down to one of the three possibilities:
either an infeasible subproblem, or a convex programming subproblem; or a subproblem of no linear inequality constraint, i.e., (T 0 ). Since m is fixed, the number of reduction can not grow exponentially and we thus conclude the polynomial complexity of (T m ) for any fixed positive integer m.
When m is a variable, our induction argument eventually leads to solve an exponential number of (T 0 ) so it still has to face the curse of dimensionality. However, when m is small, this method can be very efficient. For example, when m = 1, it requires to only solve two subproblems of (T 0 ) (see Section 2 below). By the result of Martínez [10] , (T 0 ) has a spherical structure of global optimal solution set and possesses at most one local non-global minimizer. To solve it amounts to finding the root of a one-variable convex secular function and hence avoid a generally more tedious large scale SOCP/SDP.
Finally, we provide a new result which improves the dimension condition [DC] in [8] to become
under which (T m ) admits an exact SDP relaxation. We use some example to demonstrate that the improvement can be strict.
Global Optimization of (T m ) and Complexity
To solve (T m ), we begin with (T 0 ). Let x * be a global minimizer of (T m ) whereas X * 0 is the set of all the global minimizers of (T 0 ). Suppose X * 0 {x | a In the former case, the task is to find a common point x * from the intersection in polynomial time.
In the latter case, since we assume that the smallest eigenvalue of Q is negative, we need to examine every piece of the boundary of (T m ). In particular, if a
local solution of (T 0 ) residing on the sphere. Both cases require a complete understanding about the structure of X * 0 as well as the local non-global minimizer of (T 0 ), which have been studied in several important literature such as Moré and Sorensen [11] ; Stern and Wolkowicz [15] ; Martínez [10] ; and Lucidi, Palagi, and Roma [9] . Below is a brief review.
The local and global minimizer of TRS
Denote by
. . , u n the corresponding eigenvectors and U = [u 1 , . . . , u n ]. By introducing y = U x, d = U c, we can express (T 0 ) in terms of y as
Similarly, applying the same coordinate change to a
Denote byã
. . , m} in terms of y as {y |ã
Since Slater's condition is satisfied, all local minimizers of (T 0 ) must satisfy the following KKT conditions associated with a Lagrange multiplier µ ≥ 0:
By assumption, Σ is not positive semidefinite, so any y in the interior of the unit-ball (y T y < 1)
cannot be a local minimizer. Therefore, the necessary condition for local solutions y can be reduced to finding µ ≥ 0 such that
When µ is not equal to any of the eigenvalues of Q, the matrix Σ + µI n is invertible and hence d = 0.
Then, (y, µ) with
σi+µ is a solution to (8)- (9) if and only if µ is a root of the following secular function [15] 
From the first and second derivatives of ϕ(µ), we also have
and
which shows that the secular function is strictly convex. It turns out that the global minimum and the local non-global minimum of (T 0 ) can be distinguished by the position where their corresponding Lagrange multiplier µ locates.
and only if the Lagrange multiplier µ * satisfies
Based on Theorem 1, in order to characterize the global optimal solution set X * 0 of (T 0 ), we only have to investigate the secular function on the interval µ ∈ [−σ 1 , ∞). Notice that secular functions in (10) depend on problem data σ i and d i . Our discussion below classifies and analyzes different types of secular functions. The result shows that X * 0 is either a singleton or a k-dimensional sphere where k is the multiplicity of the smallest eigenvalue σ 1 .
• Suppose d −σ 1 , ∞) . Therefore, the secular function ϕ(µ) has a unique solution µ * on (−σ 1 , ∞). In this case, y * defined by
is the unique global minimum solution of (T 0 ).
There are two cases.
(1) µ * > −σ 1 . It can happen only when d = 0 and lim (12) is the unique global minimizer.
is a global minimizer. Namely, the global minimum solution set
Secular functions also provide useful information on the local non-global minimizer. In the next theorem, Martínez [10] showed that there is at most one local non-global minimizer y in (T 0 ). The associated Lagrange multiplier µ is nonnegative and lies in (−σ 2 , −σ 1 ). Moreover, Lucidi et al. [9] showed that strict complementarity holds at the local non-global minimizer.
Otherwise, there is at most one local non-global minimizer y to (T 0 ), and the associated Lagrange multiplier µ satisfies µ ∈ (max{−σ 2 , 0}, −σ 1 ) and
Moreover, if µ ∈ (max{−σ 2 , 0}, −σ 1 ) (15) and ϕ ′ (µ) > 0, then y defined as
is the unique local non-global minimizer.
From the formula ϕ ′ (µ) in (11) , there are several types of convex secular functions on (−σ 2 , −σ 1 ).
It can be convex decreasing, for example, when d (15)- (16), once valid, must possess only a unique solution y of the form (17) for µ ∈ (max{−σ 2 , 0}, −σ 1 ) since ϕ(µ) is strictly convex on (−σ 2 , −σ 1 ). That is, y is only a candidate for the local non-global minimizer of (T 0 ). It could otherwise represent a saddle point rather than a local minimum.
The intersection of X * 0 and a polytope
In this subsection, we are concerned with the following decision problem:
Since X * 0 is a k-dimensional sphere as expressed in (13)- (14), we first reduce the n-dimensional polytope {y |ã
. . , m} to the same k dimension by fixing y i at − di σi−σ1 for i = k + 1, . . . , n and assume that
is non-empty. Otherwise, there would be no intersection between X * 0 and the polytope. If X * 0 is a singleton, it is easy to check because both sets are convex. However, when X * 0 is a nonconvex sphere, it is in general difficult to determine whether (18) is true. Our procedure to answer yes/no for (18) might depend exponentially on the number m of linear constraints, but only polynomially on the problem dimension n. Therefore, when m is a fixed constant, our method has polynomial complexity to answer (18) .
That is, we conduct the analysis for any p-dimensional space.
Lemma 1 Let H ∈ R m×p be column dependent and g ∈ R m . Then, the polytope L is either infeasible or unbounded.
Proof. Let H 1 , . . . , H p be the columns of H. Since H is column dependent, there is a nonzero z ∈ R p such that Hz = 0. If u 0 is feasible with Hu 0 ≤ g, then H(u 0 + βz) ≤ g for any scalar β.
The polytope L is hence unbounded.
Lemma 2 Let H ∈ R m×p be column independent and g ∈ R m . Assume that there is a u 0 satisfying 
where u ∞ := max i |u i |. Moreover, if f * < 0, the optimal solution d to the linear programming is an extreme direction of the unbounded polytope L.
Proof. Suppose L is unbounded. It contains at least one extreme ray, denoted by {u 0 + βz | β ≥ 0}
where z = 0 and z ∞ ≤ 1 such that H(u 0 + βz) ≤ g. This can happen only when Hz ≤ 0. Since z = 0 and H is column independent, we have Hz = 0, i.e., e T Hz < 0 and hence f * < 0.
On the other hand, suppose f * < 0 and d is optimal to the linear programming. It implies that
Hd ≤ 0 and d = 0. Consequently, {u 0 + βd | β ≥ 0} is contained in the polytope L, which is therefore unbounded.
Lemma 3 Let H ∈ R m×p and g ∈ R m , where m is fixed and p is arbitrary. For any given r > 0, it is polynomially checkable whether {u ∈ R p | Hu ≤ g, u T u = r} is empty. Moreover, if the set is nonempty, a feasible point can be found in polynomial time.
Proof. Since both L and B are convex, we can either find aû ∈ L B or conclude that L B = ∅ in polynomial time. For example, consider the convex program δ = min
Ifδ > 0, then L B = ∅. Otherwise, whenδ = 0, any optimal solution (û,v) to (19) would imply thatû =v is in the intersection. If, furthermore, it happens thatû ∈ ∂B, then L ∂B = ∅.
Otherwise, we haveû Tû < r.
Since B is a full dimensional ball in R p , the only possibility thatδ = 0 but L ∂B = ∅ is when vertices, denoted by z 1 , . . . , z t . Since m is assumed to be fixed and p ≤ m, the number t cannot exceed a constant factor depending on m. It is also obvious that if z T i z i < r for i = 1, . . . , t, the polytope L is in the strict interior of B and thus L ∂B = ∅. If there exists an index j 0 such that
Finally, if there is some index j 0 such that z T j0 z j0 > r, sinceû Tû < s, the line segment [û, z j0 ] must intersect ∂B at one point. Similarly, when L is unbounded, solving the linear programming in Lemma 2 yields an extreme direction d atû, along which an intersection point at L ∂B can be easily found. The proof is complete.
Iterative Reduction Procedure for Global Optimization
Assume that X * 0
is, the global minimum of (T 0 ) does not help solve (T m ) so that we have to analyze directly the
. . , m} and the local non-global minimizer of (T 0 ).
The geometry of the boundary could be expressly complicate, specified by one or several inequalities (linear or quadratic inequalities) becoming active. However, if we consider the boundaries "one piece at a time", the global minimizer x * of (T m ) must belong to and thus globally minimize at least one of the following candidate subproblems:
and for j = 1, 2, . . . , m . Since x * is in the interior of the polytope, and since the polytope has no intersection with X * 0 , x * must be a local non-global minimizer of (T 0 ). Since x 0 is the unique candidate, it follows that x * coincides with x 0 and x 0 is indeed a local minimizer.
The above argument also implies that, if the unique candidate x 0 does not satisfy (20) , since there is no alternative candidate, the optimal solution x * can not be found from solving (T Our idea is to eliminate one variable using the equation (21) and maintains the same structure as minimizing a quadratic function over the intersection of a ball centered at 0 with some polytope.
Let P j ∈ R n×(n−1) be a column-orthogonal matrix such that a T j P j = 0. Let z 0 be a feasible solution to (21). Then z 0 − P j P T j z 0 is also feasible to (21). Using the null-space representation, we have
for all z in the null space of the column space
which is again an extended trust region subproblem of n − 1 variables equipped with m − 1 linear inequality constraints. If the subproblem (T j m ) is a convex program, it can be globally solved. Otherwise, it is reduced to an instance in (T m−1 ) with at least one negative eigenvalue. Sometimes, more redundant constraints can be also removed after the reduction. For example, we can delete the i-th constraint in (24) provided a T i P j = 0 and a
Iteratively applying (22), we will eventually terminate when further reducing the subproblem causes (i) infeasibility; (ii) a convex programming subproblem; or (iii) a classical trust region subproblem (with no linear constraint left). Let s be the smallest number such that any s+1 inequalities are either row-dependent; or row-independent but non-intersecting within the ball. By this inductive way, there are at most m × (m − 1) × · · · × (m − s + 1) trust region subproblems to be solved. The special case s = 2 has been polynomially solved in [3] recently. Since m is assumed to be fixed, the total number of reduction iterations is bounded by a constant factor of m. We thus have proved that Theorem 3 For each fixed m, (T m ) is polynomially solvable.
As examples, when m = 1, the inductive procedure (22) requires to solve two trust region subproblems: one is (T 0 ) and the other one is reduced from (T Moreover, when m = 1, n ≥ 2, the polytope is unbounded and there is no need to enumerate the vertices in checking the decision problem (18) for a possible intersection. Same as m = 2, n ≥ 3.
Improved Dimension Condition for Exact SDP Relaxation
In this section, we improve the very recent dimension condition by Jeyakumar and Li [8] under which (T m ) admits an exact SDP relaxation.
Hidden Convexity of some special (T m )
Without loss of generality, we may assume that {x | a T i x ≤ b i , i = 1, . . . , m} has a strictly interior solution.
Otherwise, there is a j ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that a Now we present the main result in this section.
Theorem 4 Under the assumption
we have v(T m ) = v(P) where (P) is the standard SDP relaxation of (T m ) as defined in (6) . Besides,
Proof. Consider the following convex quadratically constrained quadratic program:
Since the feasible region of (T 
The conic dual of (D c ) is
Notice that Slater condition for (T m ) implies that (P c ) has a strictly feasible solution. It is trivial to see that (D c ) also has an interior feasible solution. According to the conic duality theorem [17] ,
) and both optimal values are attained.
we find that v(D) ≥ v(D c ) since it is assumed that λ min (Q) < 0. Moreover, it can be easily verified that (D) is the conic dual of the standard SDP relaxation (P). Since Slater condition holds for both (P) and (D), it implies that v(P) = v(D).
As a summary, we have the following chain of inequalities
which proves v(T m ) = v(P).
Finally, we can verify that [NewDC] (26) actually improves [DC] (5) by the following derivation:
The proof of the theorem is thus completed.
For the special case m = 1, the condition [NewDC] (26) can be easily satisfied except that when the smallest eigenvalue of Q does not repeat (i.e., k = 1, so that rank (Q − λ min (Q)I n ) = n − 1) and a 1 happens to be in Ker(Q − λ min (Q)I n ). Namely, we have
happens only when the smallest eigenvalue of Q does not repeat and a 1 ∈ Ker(Q − λ min (Q)I n ).
In general, in order to make the condition [NewDC] (26) hold for m ≥ 2, the smallest eigenvalue of Q must repeat at least once or a 1 , . . . , a m are in the range space of Q − λ min (Q)I n . .
Examples
The following examples illustrate the applicability of the condition Finally, Example 3 gives a special type of (T 1 ) which has a tight SDP without any condition.
Example 1 Consider an instance of (T 1 ) where n = 2, b 1 = 0 and 
